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Presentation Notes
Good Evening Everyone my Name is Thomas Osen and thank you for joining me this for my Presentation on Drone2Map and ArcGIS Enterprise



Thomas Osen
u Professional land surveyor

u Small business owner

u UAV operator and drone mapper

u Work primarily in the Bakken oil 
formation region

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am a Professional Land Surveyor by trade and perform work in both North Dakota and Montana.  I am a small business owner who focuses primarily oil filed surveying and drone mapping.  I have worked in the oil and gas industry for the past 10 years in what they call the Bakken oil shale formation



The Challenge

Processed drone data is large and cumbersome
u For every GB of images collected you 

receive 4 times that in data returned 
when processed
u 2D Orthomosaics range in size from 

1GB to 6GB
u 3D Point clouds range in size from 

500MB to 4GB
This presents a major challenge for my 
consulting company

u How can this data be easily shared and 
utilized by my clients

u Clients often out of state

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-Drone data is some of the most incredible and visually robust data that we can collect and work within the realm of GIS.  -It allows us to make informed decisions using highly accurate and scaled 3d models, 2d Orthomosaic Imagery and data abundant point clouds. -However, this vast amount of data comes at not only a monetary price but Giant size Limitation that most people with an average work computer cannot handle nor can the people producing the data share the processed deliverables with ease.  Orthomosaics can be in the 1GB to 6GB range alone with point clouds not falling far behind in size.  Ultimately it depends on the volume of pictures into the software to process determines the size of the products.-This results in a major challenge of how can the collected drone data be easily shared and utilized by my clients who are often head quartered in Texas or Colorado need to have this data in a usable format?-One of my prominent clients has invested significant money for us to collect drone data over the past 3 years on 100+ well sites.  Although the data was used for its intended purpose by utilizing our advanced computers and software the client is unable to use the data without hiring me again to extract the data they need if they want to use it for another project.  --One valuable lesson I have learned in GIS in both work and from my Masters program here at Penn State is that if the Data is not easily accessible or useable, the data most likely will not utilized.



Project Region: 
Williston ND aka. Bakken Oil Formation

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC 
BY-SA-NC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a map of the 100+ locations we have collected that are scattered of a 3500 sq mile area. These drone data collections have resulted in nearly 8TB of data and this makes it for a very difficult challenge of how to get the data into a format and platform that the clients can use.

https://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php/Montana_and_fracking
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/


The Solution
Bridging the Gap
u Process drone imagery into respective 2D and 3D 

products

u Upload them into a server-based system

u Produce an interactive map with the data

With Drone2Map can easily share results through ArcGIS 
Enterprise Portal

u Team effort from Esri and Pix4D

u No need for everyone to have an advanced computer

u Share 3D models, DSM/DTM, Contours and 2D orthomosaics 
of drone data utilizing the Portal and Webapps

u Safely store and access at any time and even download data

ArcGIS. (2016) Introducing Drone2Map for ArcGIS. [image] Retrieved on July 10, 2020 from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fbNDD35rxyQ

ArcGIS. (2019) Start Your Web GIS Journey with ArcGIS Enterprise. [Video] Retrieved on July 5, 2020 from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TEI0jWgc_f8

Drone Analyst. (2020) Is Esri’s Drone2Map a Game Changer? June 17, 2020 from https://droneanalyst.com/2016/07/25/is-esris-drone2map-a-game-changer

Drone2Map for ArcGIS Help. (2020) What is Drone2Map for ArcGIS? Retrieved June 14, 2020 from https://doc.arcgis.com/en/drone2map/get-started/what-is-drone2map.htm

Esri Events. (2016) ArcGIS Apps: Drone2Map for ArcGIS: Bring Drone Imagery into ArcGIS. [Video] Retrieved on July 5, 2020 from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=63qAQJZGab8

Esri Events. (2019) ArcGIS Enterprise: Managing and Serving Imagery in the Cloud using ArcGIS Image Server. [Video] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OuGYKFlVRuc

Esri Events. (2020) ArcGIS Enterprise: An Introduction. [Video] Retrieved on July 5, 2020 from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gw9_pOM_jYQ

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To solve this challenge I determined that we needed a software that not only could process the imagery data but then easily pipeline the data into the ArcGIS Enterprise Platform that our clients already have.  I have been using Pix4d to process the imagery so Drone2Map stood out from the rest of the softwares available on the market, because Drone2Map is the result of a team effort from Esri and Pix4d to join forces to allow users to harness the power of Pix4d’s incredible processing solutions, while allowing the final produced deliverables to be uploaded, shared and analyzed to the clients ArcGIS Enterprise Portal. By processing the drone imagery collections through Drone2Map the resulting products and even original raw data can be uploaded and stored on the Clients Enterprise Portal and anyone authorized in the company to the Enterprise platform can access the drone data and utilize/analyze the data.  If for instance they want a more advanced analysis done of the data they can simply have their in house GIS tech download the data and run it through their preferred GIS analytical software such as ArcGIS Pro or Global Mapper. This is all done without the costly alternative of buying an advanced processing computer and solves the solution of getting the data back securely into the clients hands without having to use transfer websites or ftp sites.  Because of the cloud-based server of Enterprise Portal the data is accessible at any time and infinitely continues the benefit of the original investment of each drone data collection.  Just to give perspective, just equipping a workforce with advanced computers, my computer alone costs about $4500 to assemble the required CPU, RAM and GPU process and make the deliverables function at a high level, let alone the software you would need for everyone.  It simply isnt possible without a solution like this.Central processing Unit (CPU): AMD Ryzen Threadripper 1950X 16-Core Processor---RAM: 32GB---Graphics Processing Unit (GPU): NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fbNDD35rxyQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TEI0jWgc_f8
https://droneanalyst.com/2016/07/25/is-esris-drone2map-a-game-changer
https://doc.arcgis.com/en/drone2map/get-started/what-is-drone2map.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=63qAQJZGab8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OuGYKFlVRuc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gw9_pOM_jYQ


Drone2Map Features

u Fully integrated Pix4D software

u Batch processing 

u Analytical tools built inside 

u Inspections from imagery

u Produce full array of 2D and 3D 
products

u Import other data into Drone2Map

u Share 2D and 3D data via the ArcGIS 
Enterprise platform

Why Drone2Map?

Esri UK & Ireland. (2020) Drone2Map for ArcGIS. June 15, 2020 from https://www.esriuk.com/en-gb/arcgis/products/drone2map/overview

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This image gives a great view of the reason we want to use a program like Drone2Map, but what sets it apart? Drone2Map is the only Drone Processing software that can integrate and share processed drone data directly to the ArcGIS Enterprise thus making it the ideal candidate and choice in processing drone data for the purpose of analytics and sharing data intensive results.Fully Integrated Pix4d software inside of Drone2Map makes it a complete start to finish Drone Imagery Processing Software It is Capable of batch processing multiple projects sequentially so you can use your high powered computer efficientlyProduce 3D orthomosaic, 3D point clouds, 3D textured meshes, raster DSM & DTM, and contours Built inside inside are Analytical tools that include volumetrics and measuring tools, plan and profile views plus spectral analysis including NDVI, SAVI, and False infrared composites Easily add attributes and line/area features to conduct inspections from imagery and produced modelsProduce 2d orthomosaics, 3d point clouds, 3d textured meshes, raster DSM & DTM, and contours Easily add outside information such as Ground Control or topo points, Shapefiles or KMZ data, import previous drone imagery and point clouds to compare and visualize changeShare 2d and 3d data from the processed imagery collections through the ArcGIS Enterprise Platform

https://www.esriuk.com/en-gb/arcgis/products/drone2map/overview


The Process

ArcGIS. (2016) Introducing Drone2Map for ArcGIS. [image] Retrieved on July 10, 2020 from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fbNDD35rxyQ.com.ezaccess.libraries.psu.edu/docview/1879872444?accountid=13158
Esri UK. (2016) Architecting the ArcGIS Platform. [image] Retrieved on July 8, 2020 from https://www.slideshare.net/Esri_UK/architecting-the-arcgis-platform
senseFly. (2020) eBee Rtk+. [Image] retrieved on June 1 2020 from https://www.sensefly.com/drone/ebee-plus-survey-drone/

u 1. Imagery is collected with a 
senseFly eBee RTK+ fixed wing 
drone of desired well sites

u 2. Process the data through 
Drone2Map to make 3D models, 
point clouds and 2D orthomosaics

u 3. Export processed drone data to 
the ArcGIS Enterprise Portal for easy 
access to drone imagery deliverables

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The basic overview of the process is that we collect drone imagery from a survey grade drone, in this case an eBee RTK+ from sensefly.Then process it through Drone2Map and then upload the raw and processed data to the portal for sharing on mobile devices or desktop and laptop computers.  This process allows the data to be stored and kept securely on the clients Enterprise server while allowing easy access so they can make custom maps or web apps and easily share it with their teams.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fbNDD35rxyQ
http://ezaccess.libraries.psu.edu/login?url=https://search-proquest-com.ezaccess.libraries.psu.edu/docview/1879872444?accountid=13158
https://www.slideshare.net/Esri_UK/architecting-the-arcgis-platform
https://www.sensefly.com/drone/ebee-plus-survey-drone/


Drone Imagery 
Collected

u All the drone data was collected 
with a senseFly RTK+ fixed wing 
drone

u Flown in an GPS RTK

u A minimum of 3 aerial targets

u Flights are flown with 80% overlap 
perpendicular to the wind when 
possible

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Step 1 of this process in more detail is that the drone is flown in a GPS RTK fixed state meaning each photo’s position is collected with cm accuracies.  A minimum of 3 Aerial Target points are GPS collected and used on every flight for maximum horizontal and vertical accuracy and making sure the data is in the clients preferred coordinate system.  This allows us to come back and stakeout any feature or future expansion of the site without needing to correct to the design to the drone model.  Flights are flown with 80% overlap perpendicular to the wind when possible



Drone2Map 
Process

u Drone2Map has an interface like 
ArcGIS Pro with drone related 
analytical tools

u Upload a drone imagery collection 
and tag aerial target ground 
control points in the images

u Process the images though the 3-
step process:

u Initial Processing

u 2D Products

u 3D Products

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next step is to take the collected data and upload it to the D2M software along with the aerial target GPS coordinates and then tag each aerial target in the raw imagery so that when the project processes the resulting deliverables are in the desired coordinate system and datum for design and analytics and future staking.  The raw imagery goes through 3 processes inside the software, 1st an initial geotagging and identifying common points in the raw photos called “initial processing” then it renders the data into its respective 2D Products and 3D products.



Drone2Map Results

u 3D point clouds

u 3D mesh

u Hillshaded DSM/DTM

u Contours

3D point clouds

3D mesh
Hillshaded DSM/DTM 
and Contours

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the right is an example of a 3D point cloud and 3D mesh that Drone2Map produces.  From this you can calculate volumes, measure distances, create digital surface models or digital terrain models, create contours at any interval. You can even view the data in 3D or profile views to calculate slopes and see how surfaces will drain.



Drone2Map Results

u 2D orthomosaics

u 1in/pixel resolution

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Drone2Map produces 2D high resolution orthomosaics that are of 1in/pixel resolution or better.



ArcGIS Enterprise
u Upload imagery data

u Zoom into area of interest

u Web Apps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once Drone2Map is complete simply upload the processed imagery products and even the raw imagery directly into the ArcGIS Enterprise PortalClients can access the portal and zoom into their desired project area and toggle on or off the basemaps and drone data layers they need for their projectUse Web Apps to create custom maps, perform analytics or download the data for use in advanced analytical software.



Limitations
Drone2Map

u Major analytics need to have Drone2Map 
license or other GIS advanced software

u Need a powerful computer to make efficient

u ArcGIS software knowledge is helpful

ArcGIS Enterprise

u Limited Analytics of data on the Server 
Platform

u Vertical meters if 3D products and point 
clouds are to be uploaded

Esri. (2019) Drone2Map for ArcGIS (v1.3x Archive). Retrieved on July 15, 2020 from https://doc.arcgis.com/en/drone2map/1.3/process-and-
share/vertical-reference.htm#GUID-9B2E8B9C-21B9-44A5-96B2-BDD7546C02F9

Esri. (2019) Portal ArcGIS. Retrieved on July 15, 2020 from https://enterprise.arcgis.com/en/portal/latest/use/cut-and-fill-volume-calculation.htm

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-Major analytics need to have Drone2Map license or other GIS advanced software to fully unlock the potential of the data-Need a powerful computer to make efficient if using these heavy lifting softwares or processing the data itself-ArcGIS software knowledge is helpful to navigate through the interface.  Certain Features have been rearranged inside the software compared to some of the more straightforward aspects of Pix4D-Limited Analytics of data on the Server Platform-Can measure 2d and 3d heights, cannot calculate volume in ArcScene-Vertical units from Drone2Map must be in meters if 3D meshes and point clouds are to be uploaded.  I want to work with Esri and see if there is a work around or change this as everything surveying related in the US is done in feet and most clients work in feet.  

https://doc.arcgis.com/en/drone2map/1.3/process-and-share/vertical-reference.htm#GUID-9B2E8B9C-21B9-44A5-96B2-BDD7546C02F9
https://enterprise.arcgis.com/en/portal/latest/use/cut-and-fill-volume-calculation.htm


Schedule
Process Data

u August 1st through November 15th

process all existing data and import 
into ArcGIS Enterprise

Review and Analyze

u November 15th to December 1st 
analyze processes and results and 
develop final presentation

Final Presentation

u December 7th Through 15th

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-ND

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My tentative schedule is to organize my 3 years of data, process it through Drone2Map and then upload it to the Enterprise Portal.This will take place from August 1st through November 15th.  I plan to take notes and document the process from start to finish and highlight any challenges and keep a record of how these challenges were overcome.Once this is complete in November my plan is to review my notes on what was done and input them into my final presentation and report.  The final editing and completion of my presentation will take place the last two weeks of November and as I mentioned before the biggest challenge be to figure out the “vertical units in Meters only” that the 3d scene viewer utilizes so that the data can remain in the format we use for designing.  This process will most likely need to be worked out prior to the processing and so I am going to contact ESRI asap and discuss with them possible solutions or work arounds.Due to the Covid pandemic my tentative schedule to present is sometime between December 7th to the 15th.  The conference or venue I have not selected as most have been canceled.  Most likely an online presentation with as many of my clients as my audience would be the best solution for this.

https://citizentruth.org/a-common-cold-virus-eradicated-cancerous-tumor-in-patient/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/3.0/


Drone2Map & 
ArcGIS Enterprise 
Recap
u Power of Pix4d and Esri 

u Data stored safely and securely

u Historical record of data

u Increased productivity

u Improve efficiency 

u Cost savings

u Customizable Web Apps

u Easily share data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To recap this project, we should now all understand that drone data is massive and there is a real need to transform this data into a useable and easily accessible format for end users because it can be an extremely powerful decision-making tool.Drone2map provides this by connecting Pix4d directly into ArcGIS Enterprise Portal.  This eliminates the need to having to process the data again through another software or modify it in order for it to be used.  This saves money by not needing multiple softwares as it can also do advanced analytics inside and upload multiple projects for review of a site with multiple flights over its history.By harnessing the power of the drone data deliverables, clients can use the data they have invested so much time and money into getting and easily access it from anywhere.  They can then make customizable maps and Web apps to share with their project teams that may range from their field offices here in North Dakota to their corporate offices out of state. Better decisions results in cost savings and more efficient and effective sites.



Thank you for your time!

I really appreciate your 
questions and feedback?!

Special Thanks:

u

u Damon Jorgensen

u Sara Bosshard

u Neto Garcia

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I appreciate your time and look forward to your questions.I want to give a special thanks to Oasis Petroleum and Damon Jorgensen for sponsoring this project with insight and imagery dataAnd my colleagues Sara and Neto for helping me troubleshoot Drone2Map, Enterprise and the WebApp builder.With that is there any questions???
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